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Vertex Adds Integration with
OroCommerce
The integration between Vertex and OroCommerce automates the end-to-end tax
process, supporting a comprehensive list of capabilities including attribute-based
taxability and integrated address cleansing. This solution can be deployed in cloud,
hosted or o
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Vertex, Inc., a provider of tax technology and services, has a new e-commerce
integration designed to empower businesses with automated indirect tax
calculations in the U.S. and Canada, as well as value added tax (VAT) calculations in
the EU. OroCommerce joins the deep network of Vertex partnerships with industry-
leading ERP, procurement, billing and e-commerce platforms.
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OroCommerce is an enterprise-grade e-commerce platform built with a
comprehensive set of features ready for any B2B commerce model. By integrating
Vertex into OroCommerce, distributors, manufacturers and wholesalers can bene�t
from a uni�ed platform tailored to their speci�c tax needs. 

“Digital B2B commerce is all about providing a consistent, relevant and personalized
buying experience, and our customers need a tax solution that allows them to do just
that,” said Motti Danino, COO at OroCommerce. “Like us, Vertex is committed to
delivering innovative solutions for companies embarking on a digital
transformation journey. This integration is a key component to helping us create a
streamlined customer experience.” 

The integration between Vertex and OroCommerce automates the end-to-end tax
process, supporting a comprehensive list of capabilities including attribute-based
taxability and integrated address cleansing. This solution can be deployed in cloud,
hosted or on-premise environments. 

“As the tax landscape continues to become more complex, B2B e-commerce
companies need to effectively manage tax rates and rules across multiple products,
services, jurisdictions and channels,” said Paul Beirnes, managing director of partner
development at Vertex. “Our automated sales and use tax solutions meet the needs of
OroCommerce’s growing businesses, enabling them to deliver a seamless experience
to customers at every touchpoint along their journey.”  
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